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Abstract: This paper presents a method for evaluating toothbrushing performance using audio data collected by a

smartphone. This method first conducts activity recognition on the audio data to classify segments of the data into
several classes based on the brushing location and type of brush stroke. These recognition results are then used to
compute several independent variables which are used as input to an SVM regression model, with the dependent variables for the SVM model derived from evaluation scores assigned to each session of tooth brushing by a dentist who
specializes in dental care instruction. Using this combination of audio-based activity recognition and SVM regression,
our method is able to take smartphone audio data as input and output evaluation score estimates that closely correspond
to the evaluation scores assigned by the dentist participating in our research.
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1. Introduction
Oral health care is an important topic, as teeth must last a lifetime and cannot be replaced. While prosthetics such as dentures
do exist, research indicates that tooth loss still carries a significant impact on one’s quality of life [8]. Despite oral health’s
significant impact on our overall well-being, there is evidence
that a significant portion of the population brushes incorrectly [6].
Moreover, while proper tooth brushing can have a positive impact
on oral health, improper tooth brushing can not only fall short in
maintaining oral health, it can have a damaging eﬀect [1].
In recent years, several health care applications have been
developed that focus on oral health. For example, Braun*1
has released a commercial product called SmartGuide that uses
an embedded sensor to detect the force exerted on the teeth
during brushing and uses a timing display on a smartphone
screen to both prompt users to cycle through diﬀerent regions
of the mouth and provide immediate feedback when the user
applies too much pressure. Other research has been conducted
on the analysis of tooth brushing behavior using optical motion capture systems [2], [10] and embedded accelerometer sensors [9], [12], [13]. We introduce each of these in detail in the
related work section.
Each of the systems described above relied on complex video
equipment or custom-made sensing devices, requiring most users
to purchase new equipment to use them. Our research proposes
a method for evaluating tooth brushing performance built around
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an oﬀ-the-shelf smartphone, which is readily available to the average person. In our proposed system, the user only needs to
brush their teeth in the vicinity of their smartphone, e.g., by placing the smartphone on the sink next to them when brushing. The
smartphone captures the audio data from their brushing, and then
evaluates the performance of the brushing through analysis of that
data. For example, it can return a score representing whether the
user properly brushed their front teeth. Our system can return
scores for each area of the mouth and can also output a total evaluation score for the tooth brushing. In this research, we used a
supervised machine learning technique to conduct the brushing
evaluation. Specifically, a dentist provided evaluation scores for
the training data, and those scores along with the corresponding
audio features were used to construct a recognition model for use
in scoring test data. By using training data that has been prepared
by a dentist with the necessary specialized knowledge, we were
able to build a recognition model that is based on that dentist’s
knowledge.
We estimate scores using regression models built from the audio recognition results for tooth brushing actions. First, we label
the audio time-series data with the tooth brushing actions that
were being conducted during diﬀerent periods using recognizers
based on hidden Markov models (HMMs) [16]. For example,
from 89 seconds to 110 seconds after the start of the audio could
be labeled “brushing the outer surface of front teeth.” Second, we
use these labeled segments to calculate independent variables for
the regression models used for estimating scores. These independent variables can be values such as the total time for segments
labeled as “brushing the outer surface of front teeth.” Lastly, we
use the regression models to estimate scores for the users’ tooth
brushing. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that
attempts to evaluate tooth brushing performance by solely using
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Fig. 1

Assumed setup for using a
smartphone to record audio
from tooth brushing.

Fig. 3
Fig. 2

MFCC representation of audio data from four tooth brushing
activity classes.

sound data. The research contributions of this paper are that: (1)
We propose a method for evaluating tooth brushing performance
using a machine learning approach. (2) We propose a method
for automatically generating the HMM sets used as the basis for
estimating scores, generating separate HMM sets for each score,
with each set tailored to improve the accuracy of its corresponding score estimates. (3) We evaluate our method using 94 sessions
of tooth brushing audio data taken from 14 research participants.

2. Related Work
2.1 Environmental sound recognition
There are many ubicomp studies on environmental sound
recognition. For example, in [3], bathroom activities such as
showering, flushing, and urination are recognized using microphone data. Also, several studies recognize daily activities
with microphones in smartphones by recognizing environmental sounds such as vacuuming sounds and the sound of running
water [15], [18].
2.2 Sensing toothbrushing
In [11], Braun’s SmartGuide was used to study the eﬀects of
real-time feedback on the quality of tooth brushing, in which they
found a significant improvement in brushing habits when using
this system. Other research has been conducted on the analysis of
tooth brushing behavior using optical motion capture systems [2],
[10] and embedded accelerometer sensors [9], [12], [13]. In particular, a system developed in [2] used an optical recognition system that encouraged children to brush their teeth by providing
feedback on their performance by means of a cartoon display. Regions of the mouth that were adequately brushed were depicted
as free of plaque in the cartoon, giving the children simple feedback on their performance. The results of their research indicated
a significant improvement in brushing performance as a result of
the feedback. Similarly, [9] used an embedded accelerometer to
evaluate tooth brushing performance, using graphical feedback
to motivate better performance. In each of these systems, specialized hardware was required, such as a specialized toothbrush
or an accelerometer. In contrast, in this paper we propose a lowcost system built around an oﬀ-the-shelf smartphone, which eliminates the need for most users to purchase any new equipment.
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Four regions of the mouth
used during evaluation
of tooth brushing performance.

3. Tooth brushing sensor data
3.1 Assumed environment
In our method, users record the sound of their tooth brushing
using their smartphone’s microphone. Figure 1 shows the assumed setup, where the user places his/her smartphone next to
the sink when recording the sound of his/her tooth brushing.
We extracted features from the raw audio data as vectors of
mel-frequency cepstral coeﬃcients (MFCCs). Although MFCCs
were originally designed for use in speech recognition, they have
also been successfully applied to environmental sound recognition [3]. Figure 2 shows graphical representations of MFCC data
derived from tooth brushing audio. As shown in the figure, the audio characteristics diﬀer when brushing the back teeth from when
brushing the front teeth. Similarly, the characteristics also diﬀer
depending on the technique (or strength) of the brushing stroke.
The quality of a participant’s tooth brushing is dependent on their
stroke technique and on how evenly they brush all areas of the
mouth, e.g., a participant who uses too forceful of a stroke will
be at higher risk of damaging their gums and teeth. By using these
characteristics of the audio data to recognize which regions of the
mouth were brushed along with the brushing technique used, we
can facilitate the evaluation of the user’s tooth brushing.
3.2 Tooth brushing activity
We use HMMs based on audio characteristics to recognize the
following seven activities (referred to as “tooth brushing activities”). The performance of the participant’s tooth brushing was
then evaluated based on the output from these HMMs:
- Outer surface of front teeth, rough stroke (FO-Rough)
- Outer surface of front teeth, fine stroke (FO-Fine)
- Outer surface of back teeth, rough stroke (BO-Rough)
- Outer surface of back teeth, fine stroke (BO-Fine)
- Inner surface of front teeth, fine stroke (FI-Fine)
- Inner surface of back teeth, fine stroke (BI-Fine)
- No tooth brushing activity (None)
In this study, “inner surface” refers to the lingual surface,
“outer surface” refers to the facial surface, “front teeth” refers
to the incisors and canine teeth, and “back teeth” refers to the
molars. The term “rough” indicates that the stroke used when
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brushing was too forceful, while “fine” indicates that a smaller,
lighter stroke was used. (Dentists recommend that a fine stroke,
used in brushing methods such as the horizontal scrub and Fones
methods, be used when brushing one’s teeth, as such a stroke is
eﬀective in removing plaque, while a rougher stroke increases the
risk of damaging the teeth and gums.) The seven tooth brushing
activities listed above were chosen because they can be diﬀerentiated when performing recognition by means of audio data and are
important when evaluating the eﬀectiveness of a person’s tooth
brushing.
During our investigation, a limitation was found in using audio
data to classify tooth brushing activities. While audio data can be
used to diﬀerentiate between brushing the front vs. the back of
the mouth and between brushing the inner surface vs. the outer
surface of the teeth, it cannot be used for more symmetric diﬀerentiations such as the left vs. right side or upper vs. lower teeth.
Because of this limitation, some issues can arise when scoring
a user’s tooth brushing. For example, in the case where a user
brushes their upper front teeth for a long time, but not their lower
front teeth, the scoring of that tooth brushing should be reduced.
However, if no distinction can be made between upper front teeth
and lower front teeth, then the resulting score can be incorrect.
The section entitled Computing independent variables contains a
detailed discussion on ways to address this issue.
3.3 Tooth brushing evaluation by a dentist
Using the audio data collected as described above, we then
applied a machine learning approach to evaluate and estimate a
score for the user’s tooth brushing performance. To do this, we
needed training data that could be used to generate score estimates. In this research, a dentist (researching tooth brushing instruction) prepared such training data, allowing for an evaluation
of tooth brushing performance that is based on an actual dentist’s
evaluation. One typical method used by dentists for evaluating
tooth brushing is a plaque test. In a plaque test, a dentist applies a
plaque indicator liquid to the patient’s teeth. This liquid reacts to
the patient’s plaque, staining it so that the plaque is easily visible.
This highlights the plaque left remaining after brushing, which
the dentist then uses as the basis for scoring how well the patient
brushed. While plaque tests are a typical method of evaluation,
preparing a large amount of training data for machine learning using plaque tests would be costly. Additionally, because the scores
derived from plaque tests are influenced by the foods eaten prior
to testing, the condition of the patient’s saliva, and the methods
of tooth brushing used in the days preceding the test, plaque tests
may not be an ideal test for evaluating isolated sessions of tooth
brushing.
Because plaque tests are unsuitable for a machine learning approach to evaluation, we instead evaluated the brushing based on
video data. Using the setup illustrated in Figure 1, we recorded
video data for each session of tooth brushing using a smartphone.
A dentist then evaluated the tooth brushing performance using
the video data, and assigned evaluation scores for each session
of tooth brushing. These scores were then combined with audio
data extracted from the videos to build the score estimation models. Because the dentist evaluated the tooth brushing performance
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based only on video data, the resulting score was independent of
other factors such as what was eaten prior to the test or the condition of the subject’s saliva. During evaluation, the dentist assigned scores for each of the four regions of the mouth depicted
in Figure 3.
The evaluation of each of these four regions was conducted based
on the following three criteria:
- Coverage: Did the brushing evenly cover the entire region?
- Stroke: Was the motion of the brush a fine stroke (good) or a
rough stroke (poor)?
- Duration: Was the region brushed for a suﬃcient amount of
time?
Researchers in the field of dental care instruction consider each
of these criteria to be important for plaque removal. For a given
region, we award up to 2 points for each of these criteria, with 2
points awarded if a criterion is fully satisfied, giving a maximum
score of 6 points per region. Combining the scores for all four
regions gives a maximum score of 24 points per session.
3.4 Relationship between evaluation criteria and plaque
scores
During this study, an experiment was carried out to verify the
connection between our evaluation criteria and plaque scores. In
this experiment, 14 subjects were videoed while brushing their
teeth using the setup depicted in Figure 1. After brushing their
teeth, a dentist then performed a plaque test on each subject, applying a plaque indicator liquid to each subject’s teeth and calculating a score based on the test results. After this, the videos
were then used to determine the scores for the criteria used by
this study.
The experiment was conducted over two days, using the following procedure. On the first day, the subjects brushed their
teeth using the setup depicted in Figure 1. Then, a dentist performed a plaque test on each subject, calculating a plaque score
based on the results. On the second day, a dentist instructed the
subjects on how to properly brush their teeth. This instruction
was deemed necessary to facilitate the collection of data with
high performance scores, after observing that many of the participants achieved poor performance scores on the first day. After
the instruction, the subjects again brushed their teeth and another
plaque score was calculated. Finally, all videos were evaluated
using this study’s criteria to assign scores, and these scores were
compared to the plaque scores.
The experiment showed that plaque scores and the scores used
in this study have a strong correlation (−0.76). The correlation is negative, since low plaque scores reflect proper brushing,
while high values reflect proper brushing for our evaluation score.
Therefore, by using this study’s scoring method, it is possible
to assign scores that closely correspond to the de facto standard
plaque score without applying plaque indicator liquid. Furthermore, based on these results, it is possible to easily prepare large
amounts of tooth brushing scores using video data.
3.5 Data set
In this study, we gathered a total of 94 sessions of tooth brushing from 14 participants. The average time for each session of
3
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tooth brushing was approximately 94 seconds. The participants
used either their own toothbrush, or a toothbrush which we provided. The study was conducted over the course of three months,
with the data collected in a quiet environment, either in our graduate school building or in the participant’s own home. In addition,
during the course of the experiment, each participant received instruction from a dentist on the proper tooth brushing technique.
All sessions were evaluated using video data as was described in
the section entitled Tooth brushing evaluation by a dentist. All
audio data was labeled using the corresponding video data for
each session, with each label corresponding to one of the classes
of tooth brushing activity described in the section Tooth brushing
activity.

4. Proposed method
4.1 Naı̈ve architecture
The basic procedure used in this study starts with using audio
data to recognize the seven tooth brushing activities listed in the
Tooth brushing activity section. We then extract independent (explanatory) variables from those recognition results, using these
independent variables to build regression models for estimating
scores for sessions of tooth brushing activity. Figure 4 shows our
simplest implementation of this architecture. In this architecture,
we use an HMM set consisting of seven HMMs, one for each of
the seven tooth brushing activities, to recognize tooth brushing
activities in the audio data. We then use the results from these
seven models to create the independent variables for the regression model. Finally, the regression model outputs a score from 0
to 24, representing the total score for each session.
However, in order to provide a user with an assessment of various aspects of their brushing, it is necessary to estimate the scores
in more detail. Figure 5 shows such an architecture that estimates
six separate scores (each ranging from 0 to 4), three scores each
for the front teeth and back teeth, with those three scores corresponding to the three criteria: coverage, stroke, and duration.
For example, the Front Coverage score represents the total coverage score for both the upper front teeth and the lower front teeth,
including both the inner and outer surfaces. For even more detailed scores, an architecture could further diﬀerentiate between
the inner and outer surfaces to give 12 separate scores (each ranging from 0 to 2), corresponding to the three criteria for each of
the four regions of the mouth, e.g., Front Inner Duration and
Front Outer Duration. (Note that, in general, an architecture that
provides scores in finer granularity has higher estimation errors.
Therefore, the decision of which architecture to apply to an application should consider both the granularity of scores required
and the estimation accuracy required.)
However, the simple architectures described above have the
following problems:
- Accurate classification of tooth brushing activities into seven
classes is diﬃcult, and in the case of some architectures it is unnecessary. For example, the architecture in Figure 5 estimates
scores for only two regions, front teeth and back teeth. In this
case, distinguishing between all seven tooth brushing activities
may be unnecessary for score estimation, and more accurate estimates are possible by using a coarser set of models without the
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inner surface and outer surface distinction.
- Each of the regression models estimates scores using the classification results from an HMM set, but the usefulness of the tooth
brushing activity classes varies for the diﬀerent regression models. For example, when estimating the coverage score for the
back teeth, activities related to the front teeth have less importance while activities such as BI-Fine and BO-Fine should be
recognized as accurately as possible. By using coarser models
depending on the needs of the regression model, more accurate
results can be achieved.
4.2 Overview of proposed approach
In the proposed method, we solve the problems with the naı̈ve
architectures described above by preparing separate HMM sets
for each of the regression models used for score estimation, as
is shown in Figure 6. For example, in Figure 6, we prepare a
specialized HMM set for the regression model that estimates a
score for Front Inner Total. (Note that Total means the sum of
the three evaluation criteria scores.) Each of the HMM sets generated is specialized to its regression model, in order to increase
the estimation accuracy of the regression model. Specifically, we
automatically discover which tooth brushing activities are useful
for estimating the score in question and then generate an HMM
set that focuses on only those classes. When doing so, we ignore
any activity classes that are not considered useful for estimating
the score. The recognition results from this reduced model set are
then used to build the regression model for that score.
We can divide the procedure for constructing the architecture
for score estimation into three steps: (1) Identify which tooth
brushing activity classes are important when estimating each
score. (2) Generate HMM sets for accurately recognizing those
important classes. (3) Build a regression model for estimating
each score using the recognition results of those HMM sets. Each
of these steps is explained in detail below.
4.3 Discovering useful tooth brushing activity classes
As discussed above, the usefulness of tooth brushing activity
classes vary for the diﬀerent evaluation criteria. In this study, we
use regression models to estimate the evaluation criteria, extracting independent variables from the audio recognition results, e.g.,
an independent variable for the total duration of segments recognized as belonging to the FI-Fine class. In order to determine the
usefulness of the activity classes, we first use the training data to
evaluate the usefulness of each of the independent variables in estimating each of the evaluation criteria. Using the results of this
evaluation, we can then determine which tooth brushing activity
classes are useful for each of the evaluation criteria. For example,
if we determine that many of the independent variables calculated
using the results from the FO-Fine class are useful for estimating
a given score, then we consider the FO-Fine class to be useful for
estimating that score.
We start by evaluating the independent variables using the
RReliefF algorithm [17], a feature selection algorithm which is
used to determine the relevance of features to a given regression
task. Given n instances of data, each with a set of feature values
F (independent variables) along with a predicted value (depen4
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Fig. 4

Simple architecture for estimating
a total score per session.
Fig. 5

Architecture for providing detailed assessments
by estimating six scores, one for each evaluation
criterion for both the front and back of the mouth.

dent variable), RReliefF works by randomly selecting m of the n
instances and then determining the k nearest neighbors for each
of those m instances. The ith feature fi is assigned a weight based
on the degree to which the value for fi for each random instance
diﬀers from the values for fi for the random instance’s k nearest
neighbors, relative to how much the predicted value for the random instance diﬀers from those of its k nearest neighbors. In simpler terms, a feature’s weight is increased if it discriminates between neighboring instances with diﬀering predicted values and
is decreased if it separates neighboring instances with similar predicted values. These weights indicate the importance of the feature fi to the regression task and approximate the diﬀerence of
probabilities W( fi ) = Pr(FDi | PD) − Pr(FDi | PS ), where FDi
means that the values for fi for neighboring instances diﬀer, PD
means that the predicted values for neighboring instances diﬀer,
and PS means that the predicted values for neighboring instances
are similar [17].
Using the weights calculated by RReliefF for each of the features, we can then determine the usefulness of the set of tooth
brushing activity classes C for a given evaluation criterion. The
usefulness Uc of a tooth brushing activity class c ∈ C is calculated by summing the weights for Fc , where Fc is the subset of
F consisting of the features that are computed using recognition
results from the tooth brushing activity class c:
∑
Uc =
W( f ).
f ∈Fc

Since the weights output by RReliefF can be either positive or
negative, we first perform feature scaling on all weights W( fi )
so that they fall in the range [0, 1] prior to computing Uc . After
computing Uc , we then normalize the values in Uc to sum to 1.
4.4 Tailoring HMM sets to improve score estimates
Using the method described in the previous subsection, we can
determine which tooth brushing activity classes are useful for estimating scores for a given evaluation criterion. Using this information, we determine the HMM set used to estimate that criterion
using only the identified useful classes. As mentioned previously,
in the naı̈ve approach there are two issues that arise from using
the same HMM set when estimating all the evaluation criteria: (1)
Depending on the architecture being used, it may not be necessary to recognize the activities on as fine a scale as with all seven
activity classes. (2) Depending on the score being estimated, the
ideal set of activity classes to use in the HMM set may not include all seven classes. We address the first of these issues by
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Fig. 6

Proposed architecture in which specialized
HMM sets are generated for each
score estimator.

generating the following four basic HMM sets which have varying granularity:
- HMM set 7: A 7-class HMM set generated using all seven tooth
brushing activity classes.
- HMM set 5: A 5-class HMM set generated using the classes
outer surface of front teeth, outer surface of back teeth, inner surface of front teeth, inner surface of back teeth, and no activity
(None).
- HMM set FB: A 3-class HMM set for distinguishing between
the front and back teeth, generated using the classes front teeth,
back teeth, and no activity.
- HMM set RF: A 3-class HMM set for distinguishing between
stroke types, generated using the classes rough stroke, fine stroke,
and no activity.
We address the second of the issues with the naı̈ve architectures by generating a new HMM set from each basic HMM set,
using the method described in the previous subsection to compute the usefulness Uc of each class c ∈ C as the basis for generating HMM sets tailored for estimating each score. We determine which classes to include by setting a threshold T =1 /|C| ,
where |C| is the total number of tooth brushing activity classes
included in a basic HMM set. We then only include the class c
in the new model set if Uc ≥ T . Thus, in our proposed method,
we attempt to improve the recognition performance for the useful
activity classes by ignoring unnecessary activity classes. For example, starting with the HMM set 7 above, in the case where the
classes FO-Fine, FO-Rough, BO-Fine, BO-Rough, and None are
determined to be unnecessary, we would combine those classes
into a single Others class and create a three-class HMM set consisting of the models: FI-Fine, BI-Fine, and Others. By doing
so, we can then increase the recognition performance of the more
useful classes FI-Fine and BI-Fine.
In our proposed method, we then estimate scores using a combination of eight total HMM sets, four basic HMM sets with varying granularity and four HMM sets that are tailored to the score
being estimated.
4.5 Tooth brushing activity recognition
Using the method described in the previous subsection to select the classes used in each of our HMM sets, we then generate
the HMMs used for tooth brushing activity recognition.
4.5.1 Feature extraction
In this study, we use MFCCs to recognize tooth brushing activities, as MFCCs have been reported to be one of the better trans-
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formation schemes for environmental sound recognition [3], [4].
We compute a 12-order MFCC over a window of 50 ms with
50% overlap, windowed using a Hamming window. Along with
this 12-order MFCC, we compute the log energy for the window,
along with the corresponding 13-order delta and 13-order acceleration coeﬃcients for the MFCC and log energy coeﬃcients, giving a vector of 39 values in total.
4.5.2 Recognition with HMMs
Our method recognizes tooth brushing activity classes in audio
data using HMMs. The model for each class is a 10-state left-toright HMM with output distributions represented by 32 Gaussian
mixture densities. The observed variables for the models are the
vectors of 39 MFCC-based coeﬃcients. As was mentioned in the
introduction, the model of tooth brush and the shape of the user’s
mouth can aﬀect the sound made when brushing his/her teeth, so
the audio obtained for the tooth brushing activities will diﬀer per
user. In order to cope with this issue, we also employ the maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) adaptation method
[7], [14] to shift the output distributions of the initial tooth brushing activity models (HMMs) using the target user’s data, so that
each state in the HMMs is more likely to generate the target user’s
data. We use these HMM sets to recognize tooth brushing activities over full sessions of audio data using the Viterbi algorithm
[16], finding the most probable sequence of tooth brushing activity classes across the session. Using these recognition results, we
can then compute the independent variables used in the regression
models.
4.6 Estimating scores
4.6.1 Computing independent variables
Using the adapted HMMs, it is possible to recognize which
tooth brushing activities were conducted in a session of audio
data. For example, by using HMM set 7, it is possible to detect
that the activity Outer surface of front teeth, rough stroke was
conducted in the interval from 3.4 sec to 8.9 sec from the start of
the audio. Using recognition results such as this, we can compute
independent variables for use in the regression models for score
estimation. For the first set of independent variables, we create
a variable for each of the activity classes in our HMM sets, excluding the None and Others classes. Each of these variables is
computed as the total duration of its corresponding tooth brushing
activity in the recognition results.
We then compute a second set of independent variables to help
cope with a limitation we encounter when estimating scores using audio data. This limitation comes from the diﬃculty in distinguishing between the upper and lower teeth and between the
right and left sides of the mouth. Because of this limitation, it is
diﬃcult to determine whether an activity was conducted evenly
across both the upper and lower teeth or across both the back-left
and back-right sides of the mouth. However, take for example the
case where a user brushes only their upper teeth. In this case, we
expect that features extracted from the audio data will not vary
greatly over the course of the activity. On the other hand, if the
user had brushed both the upper and lower teeth, then we would
expect the features to vary more. Based on this idea, we generate
additional independent variables corresponding to the variance of
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feature values across a given activity, generating one such independent variable for each of the features (MFCCs).
4.6.2 Estimating a score for each criterion
Finally, using these independent variables, we estimate the
evaluation scores using regression analysis. We first perform
dimensionality reduction using the Random Projection algorithm [5] to reduce the number of variables down to 10. Using
these 10 independent variables, we then estimate the scores using
the SMO algorithm [19].

5. Evaluation
5.1 Evaluation methodology
In order to investigate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed
method, we prepared the following methods:
- Avg: A baseline method in which we estimated a user’s scores
using the average scores for other users.
- SHMM: A baseline method in which we prepared only a single
HMM set (HMM set 7). Otherwise this method was the same as
the proposed method.
- SHMM100: A baseline method that is a variation of the SHMM
method in which we built the regression models using corrected
labels instead of actual audio recognition results, i.e., this method
simulates 100% recognition accuracy for HMM set 7.
- MHMM: A baseline method in which we prepared four basic
HMM sets: HMM set 7, HMM set 5, HMM set FB, and HMM set
RF. Otherwise this method was the same as the proposed method.
- Proposed: The proposed method, in which we prepared a separate group of eight HMM sets for each of the scores.
Additionally, the following six evaluation architectures were
prepared for use with those methods:
- Total (24): Estimated a single score (24-point scale) that represents the total score for all tooth brushing activity in the session.
- CSD (8): Estimated three scores (8-point scale), one for each of
the evaluation criteria: coverage, stroke, and duration. For example, a single score was output for stroke, representing the stroke
quality for the entire session.
- FB (12): Estimated two scores (12-point scale), one for the front
teeth and one for the back teeth.
- FB x CSD (4): Estimated six scores (4-point scale), corresponding to each of the three evaluation criteria for both the front teeth
and back teeth. For example, a score was output for the duration
criterion for the front teeth.
- IO x FB (6): Estimated four scores (6-point scale), one for each
region of the mouth: outer surface of front teeth, inner surface of
front teeth, outer surface of back teeth, and inner surface of back
teeth.
- IO x FB x CSD (2): Estimated 12 scores (2-point scale), corresponding to each of the three evaluation criteria for each region
of the mouth. For example, a score was output for the duration
criterion for the outer surface of back teeth.
All methods were evaluated using their mean absolute error
(MAE) and error ratio (MAE/Maximum S core), with the evaluation done using leave-one-user-out cross validation. That is, when
using a user’s data as the test data, the training data consisted of
6
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Table 1 Recognition results for basic HMM sets used in this study.
HMM set 7
HMM set 5
HMM set FB
HMM set RF

precision
0.457
0.485
0.658
0.677

recall
0.455
0.506
0.654
0.692

F-measure
0.451
0.491
0.652
0.684

the data collected from other users. However, when conducting
MLLR adaptation, the adaptation data consisted of the current
user’s data (excluding the session being tested).
5.2 Tooth brushing activity recognition results
Table 1 shows the recognition results for each of the basic HMM sets used in this study, using the macro-averaged Fmeasure as the performance metric. Both HMM set 7 and HMM
set 5 had similar results, with F-measures of 0.451 and 0.491 respectively. Both HMM set FB and HMM set RF had comparable
results, achieving average F-measures of 0.652 and 0.684, respectively. In all cases, accuracy is well below 100%, but still high
enough to gain a significant amount of information about the location and brush stroke that corresponds to the audio data.
5.3 Score estimation results
5.3.1 Score estimation error
Table 2 shows the mean absolute error (MAE) for each architecture using each of the prepared methods. When looking at
these results, SHMM100 shows the results when the tooth brushing activity recognition was assumed to have 100% accuracy, and
so this is assumed to be the lower bound on score estimation accuracy for a straightforward architecture. Here we observe that
the error for the Total architecture for Avg was about 1.8 times
as high as that of SHMM100. Additionally, when comparing the
SHMM100 results to SHMM, SHMM100 again showed lower error rates, with an MAE 0.97 points lower than that of SHMM
for Total. Comparing the error for Total for MHMM to SHMM,
MHMM had an MAE that was 0.18 points lower.
Using Proposed, the MAE for Total was reduced by 0.75 points
from that of SHMM. In addition, using Proposed, we were able
to reduce the MAE for Total by over 2 points in comparison to
Avg. Moreover, Proposed was able to achieve the same average MAE across the architectures as SHMM100. In comparison
to SHMM100, which had a recognition accuracy of 100%, the
recognition accuracy for the HMM results in Proposed was much
lower. However, by preparing HMM sets that were built using
HMMs considered useful to each recognition task, Proposed was
able to compensate for its lower recognition accuracy. Looking
across all the architectures shown in Table 2, Proposed achieved
a much lower MAE than Avg for all the architectures, achieving
accuracies similar to those of SHMM100.
Table 3 shows the error ratios for the estimates for each architecture using each of the prepared methods. Here, error ratios
are computed as the MAE divided by the maximum score, e.g., an
MAE of 2.4 for a 24-point scale would have an error ratio of 10%.
It can be seen that overall the Proposed method reduced error ratios by about 7.6% on average from those of Avg. Additionally,
Proposed reduced error rates by 3.4% on average compared to
SHMM and by 0.3% on average compared to MHMM.
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5.3.2 Eﬀectiveness of variance variables
In Tables 2 and 3, Proposed w/o var shows the accuracy of Proposed when we omitted the independent variables corresponding
to the variances of feature values. Without the variance variables, the average MAE increased by about 0.18 points (0.7%
in terms of error ratios). As was discussed above, by using the
features’ variance, we were able to capture the variation in the
toothbrush’s locations. We believe that including this variance
improved the regression results beyond what is achieved through
using the HMM results alone, because the audio-based HMM results could not distinguish certain location distinctions such as
upper teeth vs lower teeth. In the case of the CSD architecture, incorporating the features’ variance reduced the MAE for the Coverage score from 1.65 to 1.53 and reduced the MAE for the Stroke
score from 1.63 to 1.55. On the other hand, the MAE for the Duration score did increase from 1.32 to 1.38. Despite that small
increase, a large performance improvement was observed overall
by use of variance in this architecture.
5.3.3 Diﬀerences in results between architectures
As can be seen in Table 3, the error ratio for the Total architecture was reduced down to 13.8% using the Proposed method,
but as we look at architectures that estimated scores on a finer
granularity, we see that the estimation accuracy degraded. For
example, upon reaching the fine-scale IO x FB x CSD architecture, which estimates scores on a 2-point scale, the error ratio
reached 29.1%. Such an architecture restricts the correct scores
to the discrete values 0, 1, and 2, which increases the error ratio
for estimates.
In the FB architecture, the MAE for the front teeth score was
2.17 while the MAE for the back teeth score was 2.88. This is
in contrast to the HMM recognition results, where accuracies for
classes related to the back teeth were mostly higher than those
for classes related to the front teeth. On the other hand, in the
FB x CSD architecture, the average MAE for the three scores related to the front teeth was 0.95 while the average MAE for the
three scores for the back teeth was 0.90, a reverse of the situation
with FB. The results in Table 3 show that despite the fact that FB
x CSD provided more detailed estimates than did FB, the error
ratio does not change significantly. Based on these results, we
believe that it probably was not possible to generate a good regression model in FB to estimate the score obtained by summing
the scores for the three criteria.
In FB x CSD, the Duration score averaged across the back and
front teeth had an MAE of 0.74. On the other hand, for Stroke the
averaged score had an MAE of 1.08 and for Coverage it was 1.04.
Just as with the CSD architecture, the Duration score’s MAE is
lower than those of the other criteria, since Duration can be computed directly from the lengths of each activity. As for the IO x
FB architecture, the accuracies for scores related to the inner surface of back teeth were the worst. Among the results for the IO x
FB x CSD, the MAE for the scores related to Stroke were as high
as 0.95. On the other hand, the MAEs for Duration and Coverage were 0.51 and 0.73 respectively. When analyzing the results
of audio recognition, we found that the recognition accuracy for
BI-Fine was low, which most likely had a large influence on the
aforementioned regression results.
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Table 2

Mean absolute error (MAE) of score estimates for each architecture (columns)
for each method (rows).

Avg
SHMM
SHMM100
MHMM
Proposed
Proposed w/o var

Total
5.48
4.07
3.10
3.99
3.32
4.25

CSD
2.03
1.81
1.58
1.53
1.49
1.53

FB
3.16
2.78
2.61
2.56
2.52
2.74

FB x CSD
1.16
1.13
1.04
0.95
0.93
0.95

IO x FB
1.98
1.66
1.41
1.43
1.45
1.38

IO x FB x CSD
0.79
0.64
0.58
0.55
0.58
0.56

Average
2.43
2.02
1.72
1.84
1.72
1.90

Table 3 Error ratio (%) of score estimates for each architecture (columns) for each
method (rows).
Avg
SHMM
SHMM100
MHMM
Proposed
Proposed w/o var

Total
22.9
16.9
12.9
16.6
13.8
17.7

CSD
25.4
22.7
19.8
19.1
18.6
19.2

FB
26.3
23.1
21.7
21.3
21.0
22.8

FB x CSD
29.0
28.2
26.1
23.8
23.3
23.6

IO x FB
33.1
27.7
23.6
23.8
24.1
23.0

IO x FB x CSD
39.3
31.8
29.2
27.5
29.1
27.8

5.3.4 Eﬀectiveness of independent variables
This section discusses the independent variables that were useful for estimating various scores. We determined the usefulness
for these variables using the RReliefF algorithm described earlier.
Table 4 shows that the variable for the total length of time spent
brushing the teeth with a fine stroke was found to be useful for
the Total architecture. Its usefulness was likely because it provides essential information related to both Stroke and Duration.
For the CSD architecture, the variances of MFCC features across
various brushing locations were useful for estimating Coverage
scores. When estimating Stroke scores, the useful variables were
the total times for fine strokes for various brushing locations. For
Duration, the useful variables corresponded to total times brushing at the various locations.
The results for the other architectures tended to be similar to
those for CSD. However, in the case of the FB architecture, there
were a number of variables judged by RReliefF to be useful that
were only indirectly related to the score being calculated. For example, when estimating scores for the front teeth, variables such
as the total time spent brushing teeth with a fine stroke, computed
from HMM set RF results, were found to be useful. It appears that
in many cases, if the total time spent brushing with a fine stroke
was long, then the total time spent brushing the front teeth with a
fine stroke was also long. However, we believe that the inclusion
of such indirectly related independent variables had a negative effect on the FB architecture, contributing to its poor performance.

6. Conclusion
This paper presented a new method for evaluating tooth brushing performance using audio collected from a smartphone. In the
experiment, our method achieved good performance in estimating
scores for use in evaluating tooth brushing. In our future work,
we plan to employ deep learning techniques to discover useful
features tailored for recognizing tooth brushing audio.
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